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Collection Overview
The photographs in this collection pertain to the Presidents of Virginia Wesleyan College: Joseph S. Johnston, Lambuth M. Clarke, and William T. Greer, Jr. Photographs picturing Clarke and Greer are further arranged into three main areas: portraits, activities, and family.

Box and Folder Listing
Box 1
Folder 3-A: Joseph S. Johnston  
Folder 3-B: Lambuth M. Clarke—Portraits  
Folder 3-C: Lambuth M. Clarke—Activities  
Folder 3-D: Lambuth M. Clarke—Family  
Folder 3-E: William T. Greer, Jr.—Portraits  
Folder 3-F: William T. Greer, Jr.—Activities  
Folder 3-G: William T. Greer, Jr.—Family

Related Collections
PRG 4-D: Presidential Medallion  
PRG 6-F: Clarke Hall—Dedication  
PRG 6-V: Village II—Johnston Hall Dedication